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[57] ABSTRACT 
A method for monitoring the displacement of an object 
having an acoustically reflective surface at least par-
tially submerged in an acoustically conductive medium. 
The reflective surface is designed to have a stepped 
interface responsive to an incident acoustic pulse to 
provide separate discrete reflected pulses to a receiving 
transducer. The difference in the time of flight of the 
reflected acoustic signals corresponds to the known 
step height and the time of travel of the signals to the 
receiving transducer provides a measure of the dis-
placement of the object. Accordingly, the reference 
step length enables simultaneous calibration of each 
displacement measurement. 

3 Claims, 3 Drawing Figures 
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acoustic signals. However, such state of the art acoustic 
METHOD OF MAKING SELF-CALIBRATED devices require exhaustive calibration procedures to 

DISPLACEMENT MEASUREMENTS offset changes in the sound propagation velocity result-

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 5 Z m Z ^ ^ ^ S U r r ° U n d i n g e n v i " 
The invention described herein was made in the Accordingly, an improved method of core displace-

course of, or under a contract with the United States ment is desired that does not require the use of magnet-
Atomic Energy Commission, and pertains generally to ically permeable material. Additionally, a new dis-
a method for acoustically monitoring the displacement placement method is desired that will provide a self-
of objects and more particularly to a method for pro- 10 calibrated measurement to offset changes in environ-
viding self-calibrated displacement measurements ap- mental parameters. Furthermore, a new reactor core 
plicable to a liquid metal breeder reactor environment. displacement sensor is desired that can function reli-

In nuclear reactors it is desirable to provide an early ably, totally isolated from the core environment, for 
indication of the displacement of core components in extended periods of operation, 
order to avoid abnormal operating conditions. The 15 
displacement of core components is usually indicative 
of a failure of a core support structure which can cause Briefly, this invention provides a method for measur-
a blockage of coolant flow, resulting in a rise in core ing the displacement of an object at least partially sub-
temperature to an undesirable and abnormal level. In merged in an acoustically conductive medium wherein 
the unlikely event of such a failure early detection can 20 the submerged portion of the object has at least one 
enable the plant operator to implement corrective ac- acoustically reflective surface. A pulse of acoustic en-
tion to avoid operating conditions which might other- ergy is directed toward the reflective surface of the 
wise necessitate the complete shutdown of the reactor object in a manner that will provide first and second 
system. discrete reflected acoustic signals. The first and second 

State of the art displacement sensors are generally 25 discrete signals travel corresponding first and second 
not compatible with the in-core monitoring environ- paths to an appropriate acoustic receiver. The reflec-
ment of fast breeder reactors, due to the severe high tive surface is designed to direct the reflected signals 
temperatures and electrically conductive, caustic na- along return paths of unequal length, wherein the dif-
ture of the sodium coolant. ference in the length of the paths is known. A measure 

For example, state of the art displacement indicators 30 of the travel time of the two signals to the receiver is 
applied to nuclear reactor applications such as are determined and cross-correlated to establish a measure 
described in the patents to R. Wildgoose, U.S. Pat. No. of displacement of the object monitored relative to the 
3,296,081 and J. C. Singleton et al, U.S. Pat. No. receiver location. 
3,492,616, employ magnetically permeable material in In a preferred embodiment the difference in the 
combination with movable piston-cylinder arrange- 35 length of travel of the two signals is governed by a 
ments, i.e., linear voltage differential transformers with predetermined relationship which is coordinated with 
movable cores, which are not particularly suitable for the time of travel of the two signals as a calibrating 
in-core monitoring applications. This is especially true standard for each displacement measurement. This 
in liquid metal reactor applications due to the caustic standard, is in effect, updated every time a measure-
nature of the core environment. Adapting such trans- 40 ment is obtained. In its most desired form the reflective 
ducers generally requires a bellow seal to isolate the surface is constructed to have a step discontinuity of a 
transducer from the sodium coolant while enabling known length. The discontinuity provides two discrete 
longitudinal movement of the piston. It is generally reflected signals with the length of the step serving as 
accepted that the integrity of such seals is highly sus- the .calibrating standard, 
ceptible to failure during the desired operating lifetime 45 
of up to ten years. Furthermore, the high temperatures 
experienced in the core of a fast breeder reactor se- For a better understanding of the invention, refer-
verely degrades the magnetic permeability of the mate- ence may be had to the preferred embodiment, exem-
rials employed and thus the detectors response. plary of the invention, shown in the accompanying 

While linear differential transformer transducers 50 drawings, in which: 
have been constructed with non-magnetic cores such as FIG. 1 is a schematic illustration of a liquid metal fast 
the transducer described in the patent to Church, U.S. breeder reactor showing the core and core restraint 
Pat. No. 3,484,678, a severe problem still exists in structure incorporating the monitoring apparatus of 
isolating the piston from the core environment while this invention; 
enabling longitudinal movement of the piston shaft, 55 FIG. 2 is a schematic illustration of a transducer and 
which is used to translate core motion into an electrical reflector assembly employed in the steps of this inven-
output. tion; and 

Many of these disadvantages have been addressed in FIG. 3 is a graphical representation of the signals 
application Ser. No. 547,074, filed Feb. 4, 1975, which employed in practicing the method of this invention. 

l l 8 0 ^ ! . ! " ^ L ? . . ? ! ? E f ! ! " 6 0 DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

the apparatus described still requires positioning of 
instrumentation within the core and periodic calibra- EMBODIMENT 
tion to account for changes in electrical conductivity of This invention provides a method for measuring the 
the core cooling medium due to changes in tempera- displacement of objects and is specifically suitable for 
ture. 65 application in adverse environments, which because of 

In addition to the displacement sensors already men- their caustic nature require repeated calibration to 
tioned, acoustic position indicating devices have been assure the accuracy of the monitored parameters. Such 
constructed which rely on various characteristics of adverse operating conditions are commonly experi-
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enced in fast breed reactor facilities due to the high 
temperatures encountered; the caustic nature of the 
sodium coolant employed as the heat transfer medium; 
and the high energy neutron flux levels generated. The 
method of this invention will be described as applied to 5 
such an application in order to demonstrate the partic-
ular benefits achieved by its implementation, though it 
should be understood that this invention can be applied 
to a wide variety of acoustic measuring applications eg. 
sonar exploration of undersea terrains. to 

A pressurized vessel 10 of the liquid metal fast 
breeder reactor type is shown in FIG. 1, which forms a 
pressurized container when sealed by its head assembly 
12. The vessel has coolant flow inlet means 16 and 
coolant flow outlet means 14 formed integral with and 15 
through its cylindrical walls. As is known in the art, the 
vessel 10 contains a nuclear core 18 consisting mainly 
of a plurality of clad nuclear fuel elements 20 which 
generate substantial amounts of heat depending pri-
marily upon the position of control means, not shown, 20 
generally known in the art as control rods. The heat 
generated by the reactor core is conveyed from the 
core by the liquid sodium coolant flow entering 
through inlet means 16 and exiting through outlet 
means 14. Generally, though not shown, the flow exit- 25 
ing through outlet means 14 is conveyed through a hot 
leg conduit to a heat exchanger, steam generator sys-
tem, wherein the heated coolant flow is conveyed 
through tubes which are in heat exchange relationship 
with water which is utilized to produce steam. The 30 
steam produced by the generator is commonly utilized 
to drive a turbine for the production of electricity. The 
flow of liquid metal coolant is conveyed from the steam 
generator through a cool leg conduit to inlet means 16. 
Thus a closed recycling primary or steam generating 35 
loop is provided with the coolant piping coupling the 
vessel 10 and the steam generator. The vessel illus-
trated in FIG. 1 is adaptable for one such closed fluid 
flow system or loop, though, it should be understood 
that the number of such loops can vary from plant to 40 
plant, but commonly 2 , 3 or 4 are employed in conven-
tional reactors. 

The flow of liquid metal coolant entering through 
inlet means 16 and traversing the core to the outlet 
nozzle 14 can induce vibrations in the various core 45 
components. Furthermore, displacement of the core 
can occur in the unlikely event of a failure of a core 
support structure. Therefore, as an advance indication 
of such adverse operating conditions, it is advantageous 
to monitor changes in position of the core structural 50 
components. 

The core 18, illustrated within the pressure vessel 10 
of FIG. 1, is mechanically confined in position with the 
assistance of a plurality of core restraint yokes 22. 
Motion of the core will be translated through this me- 55 
chanical coupling to the confining yokes. Thus, motion 
of the core restraint yokes can be monitored as an 
indication of actual core displacement. 

The transducer 28, which is shown in FIG. 1 for 
implementing the preferred mode of practicing this 60 
invention can be any one of a number of acoustic trans-
ducers available in the art capable of generating and 
receiving pulsed acoustic energy. In this particular 
embodiment the transducer face 28 is coupled to a 
wave guide 24, which focuses the acoustic output on an 65 
edge 26 of the core restraint yoke. The edge of the core 
restraint yoke is desirably machined to have a stepped 
discontinuity. The discontinuity functions as an acous-

tically reflective surface and provides two discrete back 
radiated signals for every incident pulse, as will be 
appreciated from the following discussion. 

The method of this invention employs the time of 
flight of an acoustic pulse between a transducer and the 
object being monitored as a measure of distance. As-
suming the propagation velocity is constant and accu-
rately known, the time of flight will then be propor-
tional to the distance. The problem however, is that the 
velocity of sound in the medium through which the 
ultrasonic energy travels varies as a function of temper-
ature. In most applications, the temperature of the 
medium in the monitored location is not generally 
known, or varies considerably with time. Accordingly, 
any displacement measurements obtained will be 
highly inaccurate unless repeatedly calibrated. 

FIG. 2 shows a schematic representation of the pre-
ferred mode of implementing the method of this inven-
tion for providing both displacement and calibration 
measurements simultaneously. FIG. 3 provides a graph-
ical representation of the acoustic signals involved in 
the steps of this method. In its simplest form two pieces 
of apparatus are fundamental to the operation of this 
particular embodiment. The first is a source of ultra-
sound 30 which is representative of the transducer 28 
wave guide 24 assembly previously illustrated in FIG. 1, 
and the second is the step reflector 26 previously iden-
tified in FIG. 1 as forming an edge of the core restraint 
yoke 22. The source of ultrasound 30 emits a wave of 
pulsed acoustic energy at a time T0 which travels 
through an acoustically conductive medium and re-
bounds off of the reflector 26. Due to the stepped ge-
ometry of the reflector, the first pulse will return at a 
time T, and the second pulse will be received by the 
source of ultrasound at a time T2. The length of the 
step, which is employed as a reference length, is accu-
rately known and is essentially independent of varia-
tions in temperature and radiation effects. These de-
sired characteristics can be assured by employing a 
construction material such as tunsten, which has a 
coefficient of linear expansion of 2.56 X 10 - s inches/in-
ches/0 F over a range of approximately 68° — 1060° F. 

In FIG. 2 the corresponding distances of travel for 
the first and second reflected signals are represented by 
Xj and X2. These distances, along with the reference 
length R, can be represented by the following equa-
tions: 

x, = (7'm), (i) 

*2= K (T2I2), 

R = X2 - X,\ 

where V0 is the sound propagation velocity of the me-
dium through which the acoustic energy wave travels 
and Ti and T2 are the corresponding travel times of the 
reflected signals as illustrated in FIG. 3. Upon substitut-
ing for the value of X, and X2, R becomes: 

R=VJ*(Tt-Ti). (2) 

Solving for V,, the following equation is obtained: 

V„=2 RI(T2-T,). (3) 

Upon substituting equation (3) for V 0 in equation (1), 
the following is obtained: 
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JC, = « T , / ( T 2 - 7 , ) , ( 4 ) 

in which X. is expressed in known or measurable quan-
tities. The measurement error equation is: 

5 
X, = SX,/SR (Aft.) + SX,Wi ar.,) + SX,IS1\ (A7\) (5) 

Taking the various partial derivatives the following is 
obtained: 

10 
AXi = (7V(T2 — 7',)) AR + (ftT,/(7'2- r,)) (A7'| -

A 7'*) + {RHT-i — 7", ))A7",. (6) 

Since, in practice T, and T2 can be measured to the 
same accuracy, the assumption can be made that AT2 = 15 
AT,. Therefore, the equation can be simplified to the 
following form: 

X, = (T,/(r2 - 7',))Aft + (RKT2 - T,))A7',. (7) 
20 

The equation can be simplified further by requiring 
that R be much less that AA1,, which means that the 
inaccuracy in the reference must be smaller than the 
minimum error in the measurement of Xv Since this is 
usually the case, the following equation can be written: 25 

AX, = (RI(Tz — 7',)) A7",. (8) 

Thus, it is evident, that the error in Xi is directly pro-
portional to the error in the measurement of 7V 30 

The calibration of this measurement method is per-
formed each time a measurement is made. Using a pair 
of digital elapsed time counters, the velocity term is 
adjusted until 7"2—Tj is some constant value. The value 
never changes since R is a fixed parameter. Hence, if 35 
each time T, is measured to determine Xt to give the 
displacement measurement, T2 and T2 - Tx are also 
recorded, the system will be simultaneously calibrated. 

Though the preferred mode has been shown employ-
ing a single transducer receiver assembly with a step 4 0 

reflector it should be appreciated that separate trans-
mitters and receivers can be employed with other re-
flector geometries to obtain two discrete reflected sig-
nals measured at two unequal distances. For example, a 4 5 
flat plate reflection can be employed with stepped re-
ceivers. So long as the difference in length of travel of 
the reflected signals is governed by a fixed predeter-
mined relationship, both displacement and calibration 
can be made simultaneously as provided for by this 50 
invention. 

What is claimed is: 

1. An on-line method of measuring the displacement 
of a core of a nuclear reactor designed to be substan-
tially stationarily supported within the reactor during 
reactor operation and cooled by an acoustically con-
ductive medium wherein an acoustically reflective sur-
face formed with a step discontinuity of known height 
between parallel legs of the step, is fixedly coupled to 
the core and submerged within the coolant, comprising 
the steps of: 

directing at least one acoustic pulse to impinge upon 
the step discontinuity on the reflective surface in a 
manner that will provide first and second discrete 
reflected acoustic signals respectively reflecting off 
of the respective legs of the step; 

detecting the first and second discrete reflected sig-
nals at a corresponding first and second distance 
from the reflecting surface where the first and sec-
ond distances differ in length by the known height; 

determining a measure of the time of travel of the 
first and second signals; and 

cross-correlating the time of travel of the respective 
signals with the known height to provide a cali-
brated measure of displacement. 

2. The method of claim 1 wherein the directing and 
detecting steps employ a single ultrasonic transducer 
operating in both a generating and receiving mode. 

3. A nuclear reactor including a vessel constructed to 
form a hermetic container when sealed by a head en-
closure, the vessel housing a nuclear core for generat-
ing heat and means for circulating an acoustically con-
ductive cooling medium through the core to transport 
the heat generated within the core to the exterior of the 
vessel, the core being designed to be substantially sta-
tionarily supported within the vessel and having an 
acoustically reflective surface formed with a step dis-
continuity of known height between parallel legs of the 
step, fixedly coupled to the core and submerged in the 
coolant and further comprising: means for generating 
and receiving an acoustic pulse and for converting 
received acoustic signals into a corresponding electri-
cal output; means for directing the acoustic to impinge 
upon the step discontinuity on the reflective surface in 
a manner to reflect first and second discrete acoustic 
signals respectively off of the respective legs of the step 
and guide the reflected first and second discrete acous-
tic signals to the receiving means; and means for trans-
porting the electrical output of the receiving means, 
exterior of the vessel to indicate the time of reception 
of the first and second discrete acoustic signals which is 
indicative of a calibrated measurement of motion of the 
core. 

55 
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